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The Naval Research Laboratory has a requirement for 8 each MacBook Pro 15" with Retina Display P/N: MGXC2A2, 8 each MB572A Mini DisplayPort to VGA Adapter (MB572Z/B) P/N: MB572A, 8 each MD463A Apple Thunderbolt to Gigabit Ethernet Adapter (MD463Zm/A) P/N: MD463A, 8 each MD564A Apple USB SuperDrive (MD564ZM/A) P/N: MD564A, 8 each 9000461 LaCie 2Tb Porsche Design Usb3_0-P 9223 Usb3.0 Mobile Light-Grey (9000461) P/N: 9000461, 8 each 910-000806 Logitech Trackman Marble Trackball USB/PS2 AMBIDEXTROUS BUTTON CONTROL P/N: 910-000806. (Microsoft IE required). Additional specifications and opening and closing dates will appear in the RFQ. The proposed contract is 100% set aside for small business concerns. Copies of issued solicitations can only be obtained by downloading them from the Supply and Information Services Division website http://supply.nrl.navy.mil. This requirement will be available for downloading the 16th day after publication of this synopsis. Prior to this date you will not be able to access this solicitation.

Note: Vendors will be ineligible for award unless they have registered in the System for Award Management 1.01 (SAM) database. Information on SAM registration and annual confirmation requirements can be obtained via Internet at http://www.sam.gov or by calling the Service Desk: US Calls: 866-606-8220 and International Calls: 334-206-7828 and DSN: 809-463-3376.
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